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I spent the morning with my seven year old daughter Anna, waiting for teen actress/singer Selena
Gomez to perform one of her singles on Good Morning America. This was a strange experience
for me in many ways. First of all, I hadn’t watched GMA since…well, when did David Hartman stop
anchoring the show? My last run in with the program in any form was at Cedar Point, in Sandusky,
Ohio. My friends and I were ahead of Joan Lunden and crew on several roller coasters, before the
rides were closed to accommodate them. Anywho, my poor kid. She had to sit through two hours of
stories about stalkers and Celine Dion’s battle with infertility issues. Not that I wanted my seven year
old watching any of those stories, but she was serious about waiting for one of her favorite singers
to come on. She is extremely single-minded, especially when it comes to her favorite entertainers.
Of course, the child has every reason to be single-minded and focussed on the things that make her
happy. Life has taught her that.

This is a Valentine’s Day story of sorts. I took Anna to her beginners ballet class at the end of the
afternoon. This is something I am thrilled about and ecstatic to be able to do. The classes are given
in a large steel building on the other side of town, by a woman who has taught generations of local
girls to dance. I was surprised by size of the facility, for the dance school is no rinky-dink affair. Man,
I should have learned to teach dance.  Streams of parents and their daughters coming in and out all
day long. Not just the well-heeled families, either, but a cross-section of humanity. I chose to sit at
the studio and read while Anna practiced. Many moms run errands, but call me an over-protective
father.

This is the year of the regular kid for us. Last month, Anna was asked by her first grade teacher to
compose a small essay based on Martin Luther King’s “I have a dream” speech. The kids were
asked to write what they dreamed of and she wrote “I dream of being a normal kid.”  This confused
the teacher, and broke our hearts. Anna was born with Crouzon’s Syndrome, a genetic birth
disorder that causes the cranium to prematurely suture and is marked by a lack of facial bone
growth.  After numerous surgeries she is doing very well. Thanks to some world-class surgeons (Dr.
Stephen Buchman and Dr. Karin Muraszco , whom you can see by dragging your mouse over the
top of the “Bears For Mott’s Kids” link in the right column) at the University of Michigan, Anna is in
her best health yet. She got the news in early January that she no longer has to wear a bike helmet
during normal outdoor activities. No surgeries are scheduled for at least two years. She’s just a
regular, stubborn seven-year old, asserting what little

Anna At Dance Arts

independence a kid her age can exert.

So, for my wife and I, this is the best Valentine’s of our eleven years together.
The child we adore can dance with other little girls and sing along with her
favorite Disney stars and worry about the tangled friendships of first grade.
Anna doesn’t realize it, but her dream is slowly coming true. She’s a normal (as
if any girl in this strange age can feel normal) kid with normal problems. She fell
asleep on my shoulder earlier tonight watching one of her shows and all I could
do was look down at her and say “Yeah. That’s all I ever wanted out of life for

Valentine’s Day.”
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